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Abstract
When theweak value of a projector is 1, a quantum systembehaves as in that eigenstate with
probability 1. By definition, however, theweak valuemay take an anomalous value lying outside the
range of probability like−1. From the viewpoint of a physical effect, we show that such a negative
weak value of−1 can be regarded as the counterpart of the ordinary value of 1. Using photons, we
experimentally verify it as the symmetrical shift in polarization depending on theweak value given by
pre-postselection of the path state. Unlike observation of aweak value as an ensemble average viaweak
measurements, the effect of aweak value is definitely confirmed inHong–Ou–Mandel effect: the
symmetrical shift corresponding to theweak value can be directly observed as the rotation angle of a
half wave plate.

1. Introduction

In general it is difficult to determine the trajectory of a quantumparticle, because a quantumparticle can be in
superposition of trajectories. However, the particle in such a superposition can behave as if it takes a certain
trajectory by choosing both initial andfinal states appropriately, namely, pre-postselection. Figure 1(a)
represents a case inwhich a photon takes only the path of ñ∣A without superposition.On the path, a half wave
plate (HWP) is placed so that the polarization of a photon isflipped as «H V , whereH(V ) represents a
horizontal (vertical) polarization (i.e. the angle of theHWP is p 4). If an incident photon is, for simplicity,
linearly polarized as q qñ = ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣L H Vcos sin , it is transformed into q qñ = ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣L H Vsin cos .Without loss
of generality, we also assume q qsin cos (  q p0 4)hereafter. On the other hand, infigure 1(b) the path
state of a photon is initially in superposition as ñ = ñ + ñ + ñ∣ (∣ ∣ ∣ )i A B C 3 ;with afinite probability, it is

postselected in ñ = ñ + ñ - ñ∣ (∣ ∣ ∣ )f A B C 3 . Suppose that the polarization is also initially in ñ∣L and theHWP
is set only on ñ∣A , too. Then, after the postselection, the polarization of the photon also turns out to be ñ∣L as if it
has passed ñ∣A with certainty. In fact such an application of pre-postselectionwas proposed byAharonov and
Vaidman, who showed that one shutter can closeN slits with certainty [1].

In pre-postselection a time-symmetric formalism is often available. According to the ABL formula [2, 3], the
probability tofind a photon in ñ∣A in themiddle of the pre-postselection is given as follows,

=
á ñá ñ

á ñá ñ + á - ñá ñ
=( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣

∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣( ∣ ∣)∣ ∣
( )P A

f A A i

f A A i f A A iI
1, 1

2

2 2

where I represents the identity operator. The probability given by equation (1)means that a photon certainly
passes ñ∣A . In this case the polarization of a photon containswhich-path information; observation of polarization
corresponds tomeasuring whether a photon has passed ñ∣A or not. In fact q qº -G cos sin2 2 , which satisfies
 G0 1 (  q p0 4), can be regarded as the correlation (ormeasurement) strength between polarization

and path.WhenG=1 (q = 0), the polarization has the complete which-path information: if the polarization is
found to be ñ∣V , we can confidently assert that the photon has passed ñ∣A . On the other hand, wewill conclude
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that the photon has not passed ñ∣A , if the polarization is ñ∣H . TheABL formula is applied in such ‘strong’
correlation; the pre-postselected photon absolutely results in ñ∣V , agreeingwith the probability of equation (1).

Meanwhile, when ~G 0 (q p~ 4), we cannot distinguishwhich path the photon has passed. In this case of
‘weak ’ correlation, a formalismother than the ABL formula should be applied, which has been known asweak
value.Weak valuewas introduced as a result of weakmeasurement without disturbance on a quantum state
[4, 5]. Given both initial and final states of ñ∣i and ñ∣ f , theweak value of an observable Ô is defined by

á ñ = á ñ á ñˆ ∣ ˆ∣ ∣O f O i f iw . In this case theweak value of the projector ñá∣ ∣A A is given by,

= á ñá ñ = á ñá ñ á ñ =∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )p A A f A A i f i 1. 2A w

It also seems to be reasonable thatwe interpret this value as probability as in equation (1): the pre-postselected
photon certainly results in ñ∣L as passing through ñ∣A with probability 1. Differently from theABL formula,
however, a weak valuemay lie outside the range of eigenvalue spectra. In fact we can easilyfind á ñá ñ = -∣ ∣C C 1w ,
which cannot be regarded as a probability.

The example infigure 1(b) has been known as the quantumbox problem [3, 6]; such an anomalousweak
value of−1 plays an important role in a quantumparadox [6–8] (see also [9, 10]). If we put theHWPon ñ∣B
instead of ñ∣A , the polarization results in ñ∣L too. The story is the same as for ñ∣A : as á ñá ñ =∣ ∣B B 1w , a photon
behaves as if it has certainly passed ñ∣B . However, it seems to be paradoxical that both á ñá ñ =∣ ∣A A 1w and
á ñá ñ =∣ ∣B B 1w , if we interpret them as probabilities. Then the anomalous value of á ñá ñ = -∣ ∣C C 1w is needed to
hold the consistency as one: á ñá ñ + á ñá ñ + á ñá ñ =∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣A A B B C C 1w w w like conventional probabilities.

Does the anomalous value of−1 just arise to balance the numbers in a quantumparadox?Does the value of
−1 have any associationwith a physical operation, as theweak value of 1 agrees with the probability 1?How is the
polarization changed, whenwe put theHWPon ñ∣C infigure 1(b)?

In this paper, we discuss how theweak value of a projector can emerge in actuality and be associatedwith a
physical operation. Aswe have referred, we consider how the linear-polarization of a photon is changed by pre-
postselection on the path state. As a result, we show that theweak value−1 provides the shift of the angle of the
polarization symmetrical to that one given by theweak value 1.We also demonstrated their symmetrical effects
as actual angles of half wave plates directly bymeans ofHong–Ou–Mandel effect (two photon interference).

2. Theory

While we have given an examplewith three paths in figure 1(b), the two paths as shown infigure 2(a) are enough
to prepare an arbitrary weak value, á ñá ñ =∣ ∣A A pAw . For that purpose we choose the path states as follows: after
arriving at the beam splitter (BS)with an appropriate transmissivity/reflectivity, an incident photon evolves into
superposition of paths: yñ = ñ + - ñ∣ ( ∣ ( )∣ )p A p B n1A A where n is normalization. Each path length is

adjusted so that a photon is postselected in fñ = ñ - ñ∣ (∣ ∣ )A B 2 , when a photon comes out fromone of the
port of 50/50BS (a BSwith reflectivity equal to transmissivity),f. Theweak valuewith this pre-postselection
turns out to be á ñá ñ =∣ ∣A A pAw . TheHWP is attached only on ñ∣A as infigure 1. Eventually the polarization of a
photon at the portf is given as follows: yñ ñ ∣ ∣L ñ ñ + - ñ ñ[ ∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ]p A L p B L n1A A

 ñ - - ñ ¢[ ∣ ( )∣ ]p L p L n1A A q q= - - ñ[( ( ) )∣p p Hsin 1 cosA A q q+ - - ñ ¢( ( ) )∣ ]p p V ncos 1 sinA A

with normalization ¢n . As a result, the direction of the linear-polarization is changed depending on theweak
value, á ñá ñ =∣ ∣A A pAw . In fact, when pA= 1, the polarization results in ñ∣L as infigure 1.

To illustrate the shift of the direction, we show the x−z plane of Poincare sphere infigure 2(b). The poles
correspond to ñ∣H and ñ∣V , and ñ = ñ  ñ∣ (∣ ∣ )H V 2 are in x-axis.When pA= 1, as the polarizations of ñ∣H
and ñ∣V are inverted each other, the polarization is given by reflection about x-axis to be ñ∣L . If we define the shift

Figure 1. (a)Aphoton certainly passes ñ∣A and the polarization flips due to theHWP. (b)Aphoton is in superposition of the paths ñ∣A ,
ñ∣B , and ñ∣C .When the path state of a photon is appropriately pre-postselected, the polarization flips as if it is operated by theHWP in
ñ∣A .
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angle, qD , as q q q qñ = + D ñ + + D ñ∣ ( )∣ ( )∣L H Vcos sin (i.e. q p qD = -2 2 ), it is represented by qD2 in
figure 2(b).When q q= - ~G cos sin 02 2 (q p~ 4), we can easily approximate the shift angle as qD = G.

On the other hand, when = -p 1A , the polarization results in q qñ = - + ñ-∣ [( )∣L Hsin 2 cos1

q q+ - + ñ ¢( )∣ ]V ncos 2 sin .When ~G 0, we can easilyfind that the shift angle is approximately given by
q-D = -G (i.e. q- D2 in figure 2(b)), which is symmetrical to that one by pA= 1.Generally the shift angle is

estimated as + - - - - - - +[( ( ) ) ( ( ) )]p G p G p G p GArctan 1 1 1 1 1 1A A A A

- - + ~( ) ( )G G p GArctan 1 1 A ( ~G 0). In this sense positive and negative weak values affect the
polarization symmetrically.

3.Method

To experimentally verify the symmetrical angles, we assembled the setup shown infigure 3.We prepared a
photon pair, one of whichwas pre-postselected for theweak values of pA= 1 (Photon 1), while the other onewas
for a negative weak value, p 0A (Photon 2). Aswe have shown, the direction of linear-polarization of each
photonwas changed depending on eachweak value.We consider how these polarizations can be restored to the
initial polarization, ñ∣L , by using half wave plates. The shift angle of polarization of Photon 1 is qD because of
pA= 1, and the state results in ñ∣L ; if the angle ofHWP4 is q-D 2 against the direction of ñ∣L (i.e. the angle is
q q+ D 2 in real-space), the direction of polarization re-shifts by q-D and gets back into ñ∣L . Correspondingly
Photon 2with p 0A can also return to ñ∣L byHWP5. In particular, when = -p 1A , the angle ofHWP5 against

ñ-∣L 1 should be qD 2 (i.e. q q- D 2), which is symmetrical to that one for pA= 1 against the initial direction of
ñ∣L , namely, θ. To verify whether these photons are restored to the same state of ñ∣L , we observe the visibility of

Hong–Ou–Mandel effect at 50/50BS: we inquired about the negative weak valuewhen themaximumvisibility,
which is ideally 1, was obtainedwith the angle ofHWP5 symmetrical to that one ofHWP4.

Figure 2. (a)An interferometer to provide an arbitrary weak value, á ñá ñ =∣ ∣A A pAw . In our experiment, PBS (polarized beam splitter)
was substituted for BS as shown in the dashed box to prepare an expected initial state: by adjustingHWP1, a preselection of the path
state, yñ∣ , was achieved.HWP2 andHWP3were tomake the polarization state of ñ∣L in both ñ∣A and ñ∣B . Then the photon is in yñ ñ∣ ∣L .
(b)The shift angles of polarization corresponding to theweak values of pA= 1 and = -p 1A in Poincare sphere.

Figure 3. Schematic of experimental setup to observe the symmetrical shifts in polarizations corresponding to theweak values of
pA= 1 and = -p 1A . Each box represents the interferometer in figure 2(a) to prepare pA.While ñ∣B can be omitted for pA= 1 (Photon
1), the interferometer for p 0A (Photon 2) achieved the visibility of 99.5%±0.3%with photons in ñ + ñ(∣ ∣ )H V 2 . Horizontally
polarized photon pairs were generated via spontaneous parametric down-conversion from type I phasematchedBBO crystal pumped
by aUVpulse (a central wavelength of 395 nm and an average power of 180 mW). TheUVpulse is taken from the frequency-doubled
Ti:sapphire laser (wavelength of 790 nm, pulse width of 100 fs, and repetition rate of 80 MHz). After passing the photon pair through
HWP4 andHWP5,we observed the visibility ofHong–Ou–Mandel effect at 50/50BS.
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4. Result

Varying the angle ofHWP1 infigure 2(a), we produced the preselections of the path state (i.e. yñ∣ ) to prepare
various negative weak values, p 0A , for Photon 2.We performed four cases of the negative weak values to
cover the areawhich includes the symmetrical angle ofHWP5 to observe themaximumvisibility as seen later:
these negative weak values were experimentally determined byweakmeasurement as shown in figures 4(a)–(d).
Aswas referred to earlier, the polarization of a photon contains which-path information of ñá∣ ∣A A . Suppose a
photon passes ñ∣A with certainty infigure 2(a). Then the photon results in q qñ = ñ + ñ∣ ∣ ∣L H Vsin cos ; the
probability of detecting the photon in ñ∣V is given by f q=( ∣ )P V cos2 , which is larger than f q=( ∣ )P H sin2 for
detection of ñ∣H . The contrast of q q= -G cos sin2 2 can be regarded as themeasurement strength on ñá∣ ∣A A :
although the polarization contains the information aboutwhich path an output photon has passed, such
discrimination is lostmore as G 0. Then the path and the polarization have eventually no correlation:
observation of polarization never brings about disturbance on the path state, which achieves weak
measurement. If we define a normalized readout by

f f q q q= - -( ∣ ) [ ( ∣ ) ] ( ) ( )R V P V sin cos sin , 32 2 2

the readout shows f =( ∣ )R V 1 in anyG, which represents that the photon certainly in ñ∣A well. In an arbitrary
pre-postselection, the normalized readout shows theweak value as f  á ñá ñ( ∣ ) ∣ ∣R V A ARe w, when G 0
[8, 11, 12]. Note that, whenG=1 (strongmeasurement), it agrees with the ABL formula in equation (1), that is,

f =( ∣ ) ( )R V P A . Figure 4 shows our experimental result of theweakmeasurement on negative weak valueswe
prepared.

Using theseweak values, we demonstrated the symmetrical shifts given by positive and negative weak values
in = G 0.29 0.01. The angle ofHWP4was, of course, p 4 so that Photon 1with pA= 1was restored to ñ∣L ,
because the polarization should beflipped as «H V again. In fact, whenG= 0.29, we can easily calculate
q = 36.57 and q p qD = - = 2 2 16.86 , fromwhich the angle ofHWP4 is derived as q q p+ D =2 4.
Varying the angle ofHWP5, we observed the visibilities ofHong–Ou–Mandel effect between Photon 1 and
Photon 2 as shown infigure 5: we expect that themaximumvisibility is observedwith the angle ofHWP5 of
q q- D 2, when the negative weak value is = -p 1A . The highmaximumvisibility infigure 5 ( )0 shows that
Photon 1was certainly restored to ñ∣L , since Photon 2 stayed in ñ∣L . Then the angle ofHWP5 to achieve the
maximumvisibility corresponded to the direction of ñ∣L , whichwe define as 0 degree infigure 5. As theweak
value became larger in negative (i.e. (a)→ (d)), the angle to achieve themaximumvisibility shifted larger in
response to pAG asmentioned previously. The case of (c), inwhich the estimatedweak valuewas about

= -p 0.72A infigure 4, gave almost the symmetrical angle to that one for pA= 1. The slight disagreement with
= -p 1A mostly came from the noise counts. As a weak valuewas larger in negative, the successful probability of

postselection became smaller, bywhich the noise counts seemed to be larger relatively. Actually themaximum
visibility we achieved gradually decreased as (a)→ (d) infigure 5, although itmust be ideally 1. As a result, a

Figure 4.The result of weakmeasurement on negative weak values. Normalized readouts, f( ∣ )R V , approach theweak values, as
G 0. f( ∣ )P V in equation (3)was derived from the counting ratio inH andV. To correct the unexpected polarization dependency,

we normalized the counting ratio by that one inG=0: we calibrated f( ∣ )R V inG=0.We also determinedG experimentally by
means of that f =( ∣ )R V 1 ( )0 when pA= 1 ( )0 . By doing so, we also adjustedHWP2 andHWP3 infigure 2(a) to provide the sameG
in both ñ∣A and ñ∣B . The error bars of f( ∣ )R V contain the statistical errors and the errors ofG. The curves were derived by fitting the
experimental data; the values whenG=0, which correspond toweak values we prepared, were (a) = -p 0.23A , (b) = -p 0.43A ,
(c) = -p 0.72A , and (d) = -p 0.79A .
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larger negative weak values were also estimated smaller than the values expected from the angle ofHWP1 to
prepare the preselection of yñ∣ , whichwere (a) = -p 0.27A , (b) = -p 0.57A , (c) = -p 0.87A , and
(d) = -p 1.14A . However, wewere able to directly observe that the shift angle became larger, as the negative
weak valuewas larger in negative; the case of (c) gave the angle whichwas almost symmetrical to that one for
Photon 1 (i.e. pA= 1), inwhich the negative weak valuewas nearly−1 (the estimated value of−0.72, the
expected value of−0.87).

5. Conclusion

Wehave experimentally shown an actual effect given rise to by aweak value, which has rather been considered to
be the statistical average of a huge number of weakmeasurement results. The polarization of a photon shifts
depending on theweak value by pre-postselection on the path state. In particular the shift angles corresponding
to theweak values of 1 and−1 are symmetrical against the initial direction of polarization.We directly observed
the symmetrical angles as the rotation angles of half wave plates with the aid ofHong–Ou–Mandel effect.

Weak value has been observed as an ensemble average via weakmeasurement so far, while weak value can
also appear as a physical value in some cases [13–17]. In fact we have experimentally estimatedweak values by the
statistical procedure. In ourmain experiment, however, we verified the effect of weak values as the actual angles
of the half wave plates to restore polarizations. Althoughwe needed an ensemble to confirm themaximum
visibility as is shown infigure 5, which looks like the shift of a pointer inweakmeasurement [4, 6], we can stay in
the peek, once the angles of the half wave plates are set appropriately to givenweak values: in ideal case, a

Figure 5.Visibilities ofHong–Ou–Mandel effect between Photon 1 and Photon 2whenG= 0.29. (0) shows the result when the
polarization of Photon 2 remained in ñ∣L just before arriving atHWP5, namely, pA= 0. (a)-(d) correspond to the negative weak values
in figure 4. The red dashed line indicates when the angle ofHWP5 is set as q q- D 2 (i.e. the relative angle is q-D 2)which is
symmetrical to the angle ofHWP4 given by q q+ D 2. According to the estimatedweak value in figure 4, we alsomark the theoretical
angle, p G 2A , for Photon 2 to be restored to ñ∣L by using, while ▿ corresponds to the theoretical angle given by the expectedweak
value from the angle ofHWP1 (see text).
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coincidence count never takes place due toHong–Ou–Mandel effect, which is absolutely assured (not
statistically but)with each photon pair. In otherwords, we observedHong–Ou–Mandel effect for each photon
pair by rotating the angle of a half wave plate to the direction indicated by theweak value; in this sense, our
approachwillmakeweak value to bemore real object. That is whywe observedHong–Ou–Mandel effect to
verify whether the polarizationswere restored to the initial ones.

Theweak value of−1 has been known as an important piece in a quantumparadox. Although the value gives
us amanner to treat the paradox consistently, it is hard to accept such a strange value as a conventional
probability. From a different perspective, we had theweak value be associatedwith an actual phenomenon.We
believe that our demonstrationwill be helpful to clarify the role of weak value in both foundation and
application of quantumphysics.
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